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Simplified estimation oj signal-to-noise rafio oj combined receiver involving pressure receiver (scalar
receiver) and partiele velocity receiver (vector receiver) was performed. Combined receiver gain in SNR was
introduced in much the same way as antenna array gain. It was shown that this quantity may be used to
estimate expectative noise-immunity oj combined receiver in actual noise fields.

l. Directional characteristic ol combined
receiver

Combined receiver is a prime element of devices
used in our acoustic intensity measurements.
Combined receiver consists of pressure receiver
(scalar receiver) and three-component receiver of
either particle velocity or particie acceleration
(vector receiver).

Spherical vector receivers (Ifl,().2 m) cast from
syntactic foam each with 6 piezoelectric transducers
mounted within its body are used in our experiments.
Three pairs of transducers are symmetrically
mounted to three axes in Cartesian coordinate system
with the origin coinciding with geometrical center of
the vector receiver. Six hydrophones are
symmetrically mounted closely to vector receiver at
points (±Xo;O;O), (O;±Yo;O), (O;O;±Zo), xo=Yo=zo .
Electrical signals from all hydrophones are
swnmarized. Symmetrical arrangement of
hydrophones around vector receiver is necessary for
coincidence of points symbolizing phase center,
mass center and buoyancy center of combined
receiver with geometrie center of vector receiver
(0;0;0).

Transducers used in vector receiver are mounted
to orthogonal axes in Cartesian coordinate system
and possess the folIowing spatial directional
characteristics:

R, = sin e·cos ę

s, =sin8·sincp
R, =cose

where cp is azimuth angle counted from x axis, .e is
elevation angle counted from z axis. It is evident
three-component vector receiver bas spherical
directionaJ characteristic:

(1)

(2)

Hence, four-component combined receiver
consisting of pressure receiver and three-component
vector receiver bas spherical directional
characteristic. Combined receiver may be supposed
as a point-likę receiving· system if its diameter
D:5:(AH/2) where AH corresponds to the upper limit of
the operating range fH �

2. Combined receiver gain in SNR in
a frequency band

«An antenna array gain» characterizes enhancing
in signal-to-noise rafio (SNR) achieving by a
hydrophone array in comparison with that of
nondirective hydrophoqe in the field of isotropie
noise and signaJ describing by piane sinusoidal wave
[1,2].
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If hydrophones in antenna array are separated by
/J2, then SNR ofthis array at distinctfo will be given
by:

SNR = 10lg(0"~/0"~)+10lgN (3)

O"~, O"~, are the powers of signal and noise
respectively, N is number ofhydrophones.

Here 10Ig(cr~/cr~) isSNRatoutputofasingle

hydrophone and 10 19N is referred to as antenna
array gain. Hence, enhancing in SNR by antenna
array is achieved by directional characteristics
forming and subsequent spatial filtering. Unlike
antenna array a single combined receiver possesses
spherical directivity characteristic and is not capable
of spatial filtering. But it is capable of measuring
angu1ar characteristics of vector quantities of
acoustic field and suppressing isotropie part of
ambient noise. So it makes sense to compare
combined receiver to antenna array.

Consider sirnplified estirnation of a combined
receiver SNR(PV) and then compare it with the
expression for antenna array SNR (3). A combined
receiver SNR may be expressed in terms of the
folIowing magnitudes in distinct band around signal
frequency Jo [3,4]:

SNR( PV) = 10lg{lspv.s(j~)I} (4)

ISPV.N( JoJ!

where SPV.s(Jo), SPV.N(JO)are cross-spectral

densities. After substitution

sPV,S(Jo) =y~v.sr Jo) SP'.s (Jo) and

Spv,N(fo)=y~v,N(fo) Spl,N(fo) into (4):

{
y~v sr Jo)S pl s(Jo)}

SNR(PV)=lOlg 2' • =
y PV.N(fo)S p' N(fo)

= 101g{S p1.srJo) I SP'.N(fo)} +

+ lOlg{y2 PV.S(Jo) I y2 PV.N(Jo)} (5)

where y~v,s(fo), y~v,N (lo) are one-point

coherence fimctions of signal and noise, Sp' s (lo) ,

SP'.N( Jo) are spectraI energy densities of signal

and noise.
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The expression 10/g{ Sp'.s(fo) / SP',N(lo)}
in (5) is SNR(p2) at the output of hydrophone being
incorporated into combined receiver. It is physically

equal to 1Olg( 0"; / O"~) in (3). The term

10Ig{y~v,sCfo)/Y~v,N(Io)} is equal to 10lgN
(3) and further will be referred to as combined
receiver gain.

In the case of perfectly coherent signal

(Y;v,s(lo) -+1) and purely isotropie noise

(Y~v,N(fo)-+O) combined receiver gain would

tend to infinity. In fact ambient noise acoustic field is
a superimposing of anisotropic (coherent) and
isotropie (diffusive) fields and hence coherence of

actual ambient noise y ~V.N( f) differs from zero
and depends on frequency. In 200-1000 Hz band
attributed to dynamie noise it may be as low as
0.01+0.001. Hence, a single combined receiver gain

IO/g(lIy;v N(Io» may ran as high as 20+30 dB

as signal is perfectly coherent.

3. Coherent properties of both signal and
noise energy DUIes

Consider how coherent properties of signal and
noise depend on averaging tirne To at 150 m depth.
Use data sample of 1800 s duration. Exponent
averaging was done over different To: 3; 5; 15; 30;
45; 60; 75; 90; 100; 150; 192; 200; 250; 300; 320 s.
In accordance to (5) a combined receiver gain may
be expressed directly in terms of coherence
functions.

Fig.l illustrates To-dependence of both noise
coherence function y ~V N (lo) and standard

r-

deviation cN (lo) , as well as corresponding signal

characteristics Y~v s(lo) and O" s(Io). Ali data
r»

sample of 1800 s duration was used to calculate

Y~v N(fo) and O"N(fo) (Fig la). Data obtained
y'

in two intervals 700~t:;;8oo s and 1200~t:;;1500 s of
the period under exploring 0:St:;;1800s were used to

calculate signal coherence function Y~v s(lo) and
y'

O"s(lo) shown in Figs. lb, lc, respectively. Noise
coherence decreases with increasing To (Fig. la).

Comparing y~v N (lo)± O" N (lo) =0.415±0.021
l'

obtained by averaging over T0=3 s

with Y;v N (lo) ± c N (lo) =O.008±0.003 obtained
r:

by averaging over T0=320 s it is easy to see
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Fig. l. Dependence oj y ~v N ( L). cr N ( 10) �. y ~v S ( J«). o S ( I«) on averaging time.
)I' r:

O-dE IeveI corresponds lo unite value oj coherence function

the coherence level drops by 17 cIB. At the same
time standard deviation oN (lo) decreases by
approximately 7.5 cIB (from 0.021 to 0.003). So
diffusive component of the noise field dominates
along y direction.

Signal coherenee (Figs. Ib, c) decreases with
increasing To and tends to finite constant value
(T~320 s). Low signal coherence decreases until
To=30 s (Fig. lb) as well as corresponding
crs(Io). More strong signal coherence decreases
until To=15 s (Fig. le) and also tends to constant
value as well as corresponding standard deviation.

Fig. l c1early shows that at averaging times
greater than 30 s signal coherence will tend to

eonstant value, noise coherence will decrease as well
as its standard deviation.

Combined receiver gain given by

lOlg{y~v,s( fo) / Y~V,N (fo)} grows with
increasing averaging time. For the same data sample
of 1800 s duration and eight different To eight curves
illustrating time-dependence of eombined receiver
gain are presented in Fig. 2. As may be seen the gain
varies with time since the signal 1rr=622 Hz
fluctuates. Fig.3 shows To-dependence of a
combined receiver gain. Results computed from
700~tS800 s data interval of 1800 s recording are
marked by crosses. That eomputed from
12~tS1500 s interval are marked by triangles.
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Fig. 2. Combined receiver gain variation during 1800 s. Depth oj observation point is 150 m.
Averaging times To: 1) 5 s; 2) 30 s; 3) 60 s; 4) 100 s; 5) 150 s; 6) 200 s; 7) 300 s; 8) 320 s
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Fig. 3. To-depende71ceoj combined receiver gain. Depth oj observation point is 150 m.
Crosses: 700śt:5800 s; triangles: 1200śtś1500 s (see Fig. 2). Approximation by solid lines (a+b-vt):
{he l" curve. a(=-1.0; bi=I.«, {he 2nd curve: a2=-7.0; b2=8.0; The jrd curve: (a+b-t"); a=O; b=0.6; c=0.9
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Hence, in this report combined receiver gain in
SNR has been defined in much the same way as
antenna array gain. Its dependence on averaging time
(in particular its rise with increasing averaging time)
has been examined. IŁhas been proposed to use this
quantity to estimate expectative noise-immunity of
combined receiver in acoustic noise fields.
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